
Check In

Grab an index card, write your name, and answer the following:

Determine the mean, median, mode, and range for the
Democratic districts (there should be 8 observations):



Mean, Median and Mode Practice

1 Mode: None

2 Median: 73.5

3 Range: (85-61)=24

4 Mean: 78+85+65+81+72+66+75+61
8 = 72.9
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Measuring Dispersion

Measures of central tendency = a single number that makes a
best guess

Mean, median and mode

Dispersion/Variation = how useful is our guess

Goodness of fit: a statistic that tells us how well a measure of
central tendency summarizes the distribution

Range, interquartile range, variance, standard deviation



Deviation

Deviation: The difference between an individual observation
(xi ) and the mean (X̄ )

di = xi − X̄

Can we calculated for each individual observation

An error term between an actual observation and what we
would expect or guess that observation would be based on the
mean

But we need to summarize all these individual deviation statistics



Variance

To prevent negative deviation scores from canceling out
positive deviation score we can also take the square of each
deviation before summing them together

Variance: the mean of the squared values of all deviation
scores

Interpreted as the mean of the squared deviations from the
mean

d2
i =

∑N
i=1(xi − X̄ )2

N − 1

But variance leaves us with large numbers and confusing units



Standard Deviation

To make variance more interpretable we use the square root

Standard deviation: The square root of the variance

Standardizes deviations from the mean so that we can make
comparisons

Values close to 0 mean that the data is close to the mean
(MEAN=GOOD GUESS)

Large values mean that the data are far from the mean
(MEAN=BAD GUESS)√

d2
i =

∑N
i=1(xi − X̄ )2

N − 1
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Your Turn

I asked 7 students how many hours of sleep they got last night. I
got the following responses:

8, 4, 5, 5, 9, 6, 2

Identify the Mode, Median, Range, Mean, Variance and Standard
Deviation



Your Turn

1 Mode: 5

2 Median: 5

3 Range: (9-2)=7

4 Mean: 2+4+5+5+6+8+9
7 = 5.6
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Population vs. Sample

Population: Well defined set of objects such as people,
countries, states, organizations, etc

The whole group of cases that you want information about
Parameters: numerical features of the POPULATION

Sample: A subset of the objects drawn in a known manner

A random sample is best: every member of the population
has an equally likely change of being drawn into the sample.
A convenience sample is bad: only samples the part of the
population that is easiest to reach
Sample statistic: numerical summary of the SAMPLE, used
to ESTIMATE the population parameter
If the sample is representative of the population, statistics and
parameters should be equal.
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Bias vs. Variability

Sampling bias: Deviation of the sample statistic from the
parameter

The sample and the population look very different

Sampling variability: How far apart statistics are over many
samples

If we drew several samples, do they look the same?

The best samples have low bias AND low variability
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Practice

I hypothesize that American women are more likely to vote for
Democratic candidates as compared to men.

What is the population? Can we collect data on the
population?

What is one bad way I can draw my sample?

What is one better way I can draw my sample?

What would it look like if my sample was biased? Variable?
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